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Forget Culture: Replacement,
Transcendence, Relexification
Robert Brightman
Department of Anthropology
Reed College

I couldstaywith the transformationalists
prettywell,
untilthey attackedmy darling,the phoneme.
-Archibald Hill
Introduction
In his article "How Many Revolutions Can a Linguist Live Through?"Hill
(1980:74) thus reflected on one by-productof the generativistrevolution in linguistics, the critiqueof the taxonomic phoneme. Hill's lament exhibits a certain
topicality for anthropology during a period in which culture, the discipline's
longstanding darling, is increasingly embattled. The utility, not to mention the
integrity, of the construct of culture-as expounded by Tylor, relativized by
Boas, and thereafterrefractedthrough diverse functionalist, ecological, cognitive, transactionalist,structuralist,Marxian, and hermeneuticperspectives-is
increasingly being challenged. These recent objections to culture receive both
absolutist and historically relativist phrasings, the formerholding that the culture concept has been flawed from its inception and the latter that culture-viable enough as a device in earlier historical moments-can no longer engage a
world in which social identities, practices, and ideologies are increasingly incongruentand volatile. What I propose to do here, in brief compass, is to examine the defects of the culture construct as currentlyrepresentedin anthropological writing, to discuss in somewhat more detail the characteristics of three
critiques of the concept (by James Clifford, Lila Abu-Lughod, and Pierre
Bourdieu), andfinally to reflect on the essentialist ideology at play in the current
disciplinaryself-consciousness of paradigmatictransitionor emancipation.The
objective is neither to defend the received culture concept from its critics (indeed, most of the criticisms are well founded) nor to articulatea version of the
fatigued message that no new critical perspectives exist in the profession today,
that "it's all been said" earlier and better. Rather,my purpose is to indicate how
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certain contemporarycritiques of culturederive their cogency and persuasiveness from a strategic and selective retrospectiveconstructionof the meaning of
the concept in earlierconditions of anthropology.Reconstitutedprecisely as the
antithesis of theoretical agendas currentlyin place, culture is presented in this
criticism as an antiquity from the past to be transcendedor replaced, a kind of
conceptual Paschal Lamb whose death is at once the atonement for the elisions
and distortions in earlier anthropologicalpractices and the precondition for disciplinary renewal. The current consciousness that the anthropological profession has gotten or should get "beyond"culture can thus be read, in some measure, as the effect of rhetorical strategies that (re)construct an essentialized
culture concept in the antipodes of contemporarytheoretical orientations.
The manifest signs of anthropologicaluneasiness with culture are nomenclatural. First, the diminishing legitimacy of the construct is overtly signaled
these days by lexical avoidance behavior.While the adjective "cultural"continues as an acceptable predicate-as, for example, in the title of this journal, or in
the designation "culturalstudies"-such phrases as "culture"or "Kwakiutlculture"or "thecultureof the Nuer"areof increasingly infrequentoccurrence. Second, when the word "culture"does occur, it frequently bears the stigmata of
quotation marks (see Abu-Lughod 1991; Bourdieu 1977; Clifford 1986;
Rosaldo 1989), indexing the writer's ambivalence, self-consciousness, or censure. At the same time, terminologicalsubstitutionsarepresently creating a consciousness of conceptual transition.The symbolism of these innovations is classically Sausurreanin the proportionalitypresupposed between difference in
form and difference in meaning. Such terminological items as "habitus,""hegemony," and "discourse"are increasinglyopposed to "culture"as new concept
to old, as useful to defective. The performative deployment of these novel
phonological shapes seems to be decisive in emergent disciplinary beliefs that
both the analytical concepts in play and the fields of social experience that they
construct or refer to are qualitatively distinct from those that have gone before.
Reconceptualization or Transcendence
Neither calls for the radical reconfigurationof the culture construct nor
events of substantial reconceptualization are anything new in anthropology.
Rosaldo's argumentfor "the remakingof social analysis," specifically "with a
view towardredefining the concept of culture"(1989:208), and Appadurai'sassertion that"ourvery models of culturalshape will have to alter"(1990:20) are
recent instances. Somewhat more novel in the disciplinary moment are assertions that the cultureconstruct is so hopelessly flawed as to requirenot rehabilitation but exile, replacementby anotheranalytic constructsubstantively distinct
in definition, characterization,and reference. From this point of view, the concept embodies fundamental misconceptions with respect to the spheres of human experience it represents. So substantialare the disparities between the received construct and these spheres as currently theorized that culture itself is
judged expendable, evanescent, or already"dead."
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Some 20 years ago, for example, after arguing thatculturehad outlived its
ideological functions, John Moore wrote that "the [culture] concept died in
American anthropology,or at least is now in the process of dying" (1974:546).
More recently EdwardSaid asked, "Is the notion of a distinct culture (or race, or
religion, or civilization) a useful one, or does it always get involved either in
self-congratulation(when one discusses one's own) or hostility and aggression
(when one discusses the 'other')?" (1978:325).' By 1988 Paul Rabinow
(1988:358) described anthropologists as witnesses to "the concept of culture's
partial triumphand contemporarydecline." For Joel Kahn (1989:16-17), postmoderncriticisms "takeus so far away from the classical concept of culture,that
it would be far betterfor the latter to be quietly laid to rest." As with race, says
Kahn, "we must similarly abandonthe notion of culture"(1989:20). James Clifford, while allowing that "cultureis a deeply compromised idea I cannot yet do
without" (1988:10), appears nevertheless convinced that we will shortly be
obliged to do so.
It may be truethat the cultureconcepthas servedits time. Perhaps,following
Foucault,it should be replacedby a vision of powerfuldiscursiveformations
globally and strategicallydeployed. Such entities would at least no longer be
closely tied to notionsof organicunity, traditionalcontinuity,andthe enduring
groundsof language and locale. But however the cultureconcept is finally
it should,I think,be replacedby someset of relationsthatpreserves
transcended,
the concept'sdifferentialandrelativistfunctions.[Clifford1988:274]
In contrast, for Lila Abu-Lughod (1991) the differential function reproduces
hierarchybetween the metropolitanWest and the peripheralrest, reason enough
for anthropologists to "write against culture" and to introduce Bourdieu's
"practice"and Foucaultian "discourse"as analytical replacements.2
The question of how conceptual reconfigurationis to be distinguished from
conceptual replacement will be addressed further on. Here, it is sufficient to
note thatin this currentregime of nomenclaturalexperimentation,lexical selection can take on new significance, indexing a diversity of perspectives on the resilience of the culture construct. While Rosaldo, for example, talks of redefinition, Rabinow speaks of decline, Kahn of putting to rest, and Abu-Lughod of
writing against.
The Defects of Culture
What, then, is wrong with culture in the 1990s? A turnthrough the literature discloses the following objections, anachronistically arrangedbelow as a
sequence of oppositive pairs. The recent critics of culturein no respect comprise
an internallyhomogeneous block, and the objections currentlyin play represent
a complex skein of partially discrete, partially convergent influences from political economy, modernistandpostmodernist anthropologies,varieties of feminist writing, culturalstudies, and diverse other sources. While it is not possible
(in most instances, in any case) to delineate doctrinal"schools"of culturalcriticism, certainthemes are nevertheless recurrentlyidentifiableandoccur as mem-
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bers of a relatively stable set: holism, localism, totalization, coherence, homogeneity, primordialism, idealism, ahistoricism, objectivism, foundationalism,
discreteness, and divisive effects.3 It is of some interest that many of the same
objections are invoked both by those who speak of reconceptualizationand by
those who advocatereplacement.Perusal indicates thatmany of these criticisms
are interrelatedand also that most possess a complex history both in anthropology and in Western social thought more inclusively. Many objections address
not explicit definitions of culture but ratherdiverse implications and connotations held to be entailed by it. The discussion below is in no way comprehensive
and doubtless excludes many criticisms currently being raised in an increasingly interdisciplinarydiscourse.
CultureIs a ReifiedAbstraction(versusPractice, Action, and Interaction)
Recently and most influentially raised by Bourdieu (1977:26-27), this objection has a long history in both American and British anthropologies."Where
is this 'culture' which you talk about as doing this and that?"asked the empiricist skeptical of invisible entities in KluckhohnandKelly's (1945:81) simulated
dialogue. Radcliffe-Brown (1940:10) of course rejectedculture,a "fantasticreification of abstractions,"in favor of "actuallyoccurringsocial relations."4More
recently, from a utilitarianposture, Murdock (1972) wrote that "culture,social
system and all comparablesupra-individualconcepts such as collective representation, groupmind, and social organism, are illusory conceptualabstractions
inferred from the very real phenomena of individuals interactingwith one another and with their naturalenvironments."As it has entered into recent debate
on culture, largely via Bourdieu's writing, the objection to reification concerns
less the ontological status of culture as an abstractionthanthe attributionto it of
an autonomousand regulatoryposition relative to human agents and their conduct.
CultureIs Ideationor Meaning (versusBehavior, Practice,Action, and
Interaction)
Abu-Lughod recommends the replacement of culture with Foucaultian
"discourse"which, she says, "is meant to refuse the distinction between ideas
and practices or text and world that the culture concept too readily encourages"
(1991:147). As earlieradumbratedby Boas and his students,cultureinclusively
referredto people's ideation, actions, and manufactures.In 1958, Kroeber and
Parsons attempteda segmentationof the social field, and in the division of labor
thereafter,as Wolf (1980) cogently put it, "sociology was permittedto claim all
the social action and anthropology retained the residual values." Thus was culture more narrowly delimited, excluding what people do and make and referencing ideas, symbols, knowledge, beliefs, meanings, values, dispositions, and
classifications. Interactivesocial conduct, thus deprivedof its statusas an object
of analysis, became the materialof observation in which culturewas objectified
and from which it could then be analytically abstractedand formally described.
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Ortner's (1984) elucidation of an emergent "practice"orientation in anthropology can be read, in part, as the chronicle of widespreaddissatisfaction with this
marginalizationof conduct as disciplinary subject matter.If we mean by culture
a system of symbols and meanings abstractedfrom institutions and practices,
decontextualized, formalized, and valorized as a thing-in-itself, then anthropology's center of gravity has indeed shifted from culture to practice. It is in these
terms that Yengoyan (1986) eulogized culture as a casualty of the practice orientation. The framing of recent disciplinary history in these oppositive termsthe substitution of practice for culture, either as ongoing process or as fait accompli-is sustainable only to the degree that the Parsonsiansegmentation was
taken as authoritative. Murphy (1971), for example, is one among many for
whom interactive conduct remained a de jure object of analysis all along, regardless of its exclusion from Parsons-deriveddefinitions of culture. Whether
culture is seen to be objectified both in ideational-dispositional domains and in
conduct or as an ideational-dispositional field that articulates with conduct, it
remains unclearhow anthropologicalindifference to action and agency follows
as its necessary entailment.
CultureIs Legalism (versusAgency, Strategy,and Improvisation)
Bourdieu (1977:24-25) has arguedthatculture (and the Durkheim-derived
concept of social structure)"implies the construction of a notion of conduct as
execution." That culture commits anthropologyto a legalist perspective on conduct as rote enactment of culturalrules has been arguedmore recently by AbuLughod, for whom Bourdieu's practice orientation"is built aroundproblems of
contradiction,misunderstanding,and misrecognition, and favors strategies, interests, and improvisations over the more static and homogenizing cultural
tropes of rules, models, and texts" (1991:147). By the mid-1980s, Ortner
(1984:150) was able to remarkshrewdly thatthis particularfacet of practicetheory had been ratheroverdone, with decisions and strategy almost entirely displacing unreflecting reproductionof custom as the disciplinary stock-in-trade.5
As concerns the resilience of the culture construct, the issue would appearto be
whether,in any of its received senses, culturecan articulatewith a theoryof conduct that takes account of improvisation and interested strategy.
CultureIs Objectivismor Superorganicism(versus Constructivism)
Congenial to, although not identical with, a legalistic perspective on conduct is the conception of cultureas a field entirely sui generis, the superorganic
of Kroeberor the collective consciousness of Durkheim. Says Rosaldo, for example, "In this [earlier anthropological] tradition, culture and society determined individual personalities and consciousness; they enjoyed the objective
status of systems. Not unlike a grammar,they stood on their own, independent
from the individuals who followed their rules" (1989:32). Essential to the practice orientationdescribed by Ortnerwas a shift of the individual actor (or actors)
from the status of empirical exemplar of culture to the status of subject matter.
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Within this orientation,individuals have become central as analytic constructs,
specifically as sites of agency both in relationto conduct andto the reproduction
and transformationof systems or structures(in their diverse senses). On the one
hand, the legalistic representationof action as behavioral execution of the system is rejected. On the other, the image of culture as an autonomous system is
itself discredited. Instead, anthropological writing has increasingly focused
upon culture as a system constructed, reproduced, and transformed in and
through the ideation and practices of agents, either by deliberate design or as
contingent by-product.The distinctive characterof this constructivist theme in
practice theories, relative to earlier actor-centered approaches in British and
American anthropologies (see, for example, Barth 1966; Leach 1954), is the rejection not of economism but of methodological individualism, coupled with an
insistence that the culture or system comprises the actors' moves and strategies,
in addition to existing as their context or constraint.
In recent criticism, the culture concept is characteristicallyrepresentedas
incompatible with constructivist perspectives. Approaches in ethnomethodology (see, for example, Button 1991) focus on the microprocessualcoordination
(or lack thereof) of individuals' situated understandingsand practices as these
engender social forms (variously construed as norms, institutions, classifications, "structures")in their "objective" facticity. Another perspective links
agency and the inception of new cultural forms to the locals' encounters with
states and transnationalsystems. Says Wolf, for example,
Once we locate the reality of society in historically changing, imperfectly
bounded,multipleand branchingsocial alignments,however,the conceptof a
fixed, unitary,andboundedculturemustgive way to a sense of the fluidityand
of socialinteraction,groups
permeabilityof culturalsets.Intherough-and-tumble
areknownto exploittheambiguitiesof inheritedforms,to impartnewevaluations
orvalencesto them,to borrowformsmoreexpressiveof theirinterests,orto create
whollynew formsto answerto changedcircumstances.[Wolf 1982:387]
Recent approachesto local-national-globalinteractionshave foregrounded
the locals' constructive effects-deliberate or unintended-on the cultural
transformationprecipitated out of such contexts, replacing earlier images of
their passive subjection to determining exogenous forces (world capitalism,
McDonaldization, etc.). Increasingly, attention has shifted from the organization of the local by the global to the reverse. Thus, for example, attention is directed to the "indigenization"of exogenous elements-the discrepantreactions
of Israeli Arabs,kibbutzim, and Russian immigrantsto the television series Dallas, for example (Hannerz 1989:72-73)--or to the impossibility of borrowing
cultural material without reinventing it, as with Filipino musicians who replicate Motown but whose lives are "not in complete synchrony with the referential world which first gave birth to these songs" (Appadurai 1990:3).
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CultureIs Generalization(versus Individualsand Events)
"The method," wrote Radin in 1933, "of describing a culture without any
reference to the individual except insofar as he is an expression of rigidly defined culturalforms, manifestly produces a distortedpicture"(Radin 1933:42).
More recently, Abu-Lughod has characterizedthe culture construct as referring
only to typifications and abstractions,at the expense of persons, events, and the
qualities of lived experience: "By focusing on particularindividuals and their
changing relationships, one would necessarily subvert the most problematic
connotations of culture: homogeneity, coherence, and timelessness"
(1991:154). As used here, timelessness indicates the culture construct's failure
to engage the contingent temporalcharacterof particularevents in progress and
people's subjective experience of them.
CultureIs Holistic (versus Fragmentary)
Of the currently identified defects of culture, "holism" is the most commonly invoked, and the term is used to refer to several distinct but interrelated
ideas. In recent culturalcriticism, the attributionof holism means variously that
the cultureconstructignores intraculturaldiversity and variation(see CultureIs
Homogeneity, below), elides contradictoryor conflictual elements and represents the constituent forms of cultureas globally interarticulated(see CultureIs
Coherence and Totalization, below), or postulates that cultures are discrete entities (see Cultures Are Discrete, below).
At a more general level, the imputed wholeness of cultures or societiesthe interrelatednessof differentiated constituent forms which then comprise a
bounded entity-has increasingly been examined as the invented artifactof anthropology's theoreticalprojects and literarypractices, with the implication that
no such propertiescharacterizesocial fields "outthere."Wholeness is, in a nowconventional idiom, constructed ratherthan discovered, and this objection to
culture cross-references others that draw upon rejections of foundationalism
(see CultureIs Foundationalism, below). Curiously, these argumentsoften begin with the crypto-positivist observation (see Friedrich 1992) that anthropologists cannot experience wholeness as sense data in the ethnographicfield situation, that wholeness or the interarticulationof collocated cultural forms is not
the material of empirical observation. Thus Tyler (1986:132) speaks of "these
[ethnographic] invocations of holism, of functionally integrated systems" as
"literarytropes, the vehicles that carry imagination from the part to the whole,
the concrete to the abstract."
Life in the field is itself fragmentary,not at all organizedaroundfamiliar
ethnologicalcategoriessuch as kinship,economy,and religion, and except for
unusualinformantslike the Dogon sage Ogotommeli,the natives seem to lack
communicablevisionsof a sharedintegratedwhole;nordo particularexperiences
presentthemselves,even to the most hardenedsociologist, as convenientlylabeled synecdoches,microcosms,or allegoriesof wholes, culturalor theoretical.
[Tyler 1986:131]
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Tyler here both questions the integrity of the traditionalmonographiccategories and refers us to the locals' perspective: Where is holism if the folk themselves have no experience of it? Similarly, Thorntoncharacterizes cultural or
social wholeness as the product of objectified tropes: sociological holism involves the mistaken transferenceof mereological (spatiotemporalpart-whole)
relationshipsfrom such tropesof society as organic bodies, machines, trees, and
buildings to society itself (1988:293). Thorntonsees wholeness as additionally
created through "mistakenanalogy with the [ethnographic]text whose partsnamely chapters,titles, subheadings,paragraphs,and so on-are truly constitutive of the textual whole" (1988:291). Herbert,who follows Raymond Williams
(1983) in pursuingthe genealogy of the cultureconstructinto 19th-centuryBritish literary traditions, likewise levels the criticism that holistic interrelations
among culturalforms are nonobservable,as with his assertion that the Tylorian
culture concept "posits a metaphysical, immaterialsubstance, complex wholeness, that is not commensuratewith observed data and can only be perceived (if
at all) by a kind of extrasensory perception" (1991:14; emphasis added). For
Herbert,this "nonvisibility"of culturalwholeness engenderedan epistemological anxiety of which anthropologicalpositivism was the compensatory expression. For Clifford (1992) and others (see CultureIs Localism, below), the "localizing strategies" by means of which anthropologists invent boundaries
aroundcultures are linked to the exclusion of interculturalinteractionfrom ethnographic writing. He suggests, for example, that bounded locales-village
field sites, for example-become points of reference for representinga "whole
culture"whose external connections are then elided (1992:98).
CultureIs Homogeneity(versusIntraculturalVariability)
The culture construct, recent critics observe, fails to representor theorize
adequately the heterogeneous characterof disposition and conduct within cultures or societies. Thus, one reads Rosaldo's (1989:207) assertion that "human
cultures are neither necessarily coherent nor always homogeneous" and AbuLughod's (1991:154) inclusion of homogeneity as among the "most problematic connotations of culture."Rosaldo's (1989) elucidation of "culturalborderlands"-such interculturaland intraculturalspheres as interactionacross ethnic
boundaries, movement between discrepant statuses and relationships in daily
life, and disparities attendantupon difference in gender, age, status, and life experience-addresses questions of both homogeneity and coherence. In question
is what Romney et al. (1986) call the "division of labor in who knows what,"the
nonuniformdistributionof knowledge and conduct among individuals and subsets of individuals occupying different positions in the social field. Ethnicity,
occupation, age, class or statusgroup, and gender are the typically foregrounded
sites of intraculturaldiversity. An exceptionally interestingperspective on such
diversity is offered by Drummond's(1980) analysis of "plural"culturesin Guyana. As against recouping culturalhomogeneity by segmenting heterogeneous
cultural participantsinto homogeneous subsets, Drummond's "creole" culture
concept explains, for example, not only that men do X and women do Y but that
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women also know how to do X and sometimes do so, that individuals are the loci
of diverse repertoires.
CultureIs Coherenceand Totalization(versusDisorder, Contradiction,and
Contestation)
"Coherence," among the most ubiquitous epithets in recent critiques,
seems to reference images of institutional or logical consistency and order.
Rosaldo, for example, writes that "[culture]emphasizes shared patterns at the
expense of processes of change and internalinconsistencies, conflicts and contradictions"(1989:28; see also Abu-Lughod 1991:154; Clifford 1988:232). The
recent message is clearly thatthe cultureconstructfalsely ascribes coherence to
fields of social experience which are incoherentor, at least, less coherent than
they have been imagined to be. The claim is not only that cultures are internally
diverse (versus homogeneous) but that they are disordered, contradictory,and
sometimes disputed.
Contestation, entropy, and chaos have long since displaced coherence and
integration as the privileged disciplinary themes, and a variety of distinguishable modes of disorder figure in critical writing on culture. At one level, coherence concerns the imputed inability of the culture construct to refer to what anthropologists (if not demonstrably their local interlocutors) deem to be
coexisting but contradictorymodes of talk and action-judicial torture by the
Apollonian Zunis, for example. At another,the termtotalization can refer to one
aspect of coherence, the posited global interarticulationof all the concurrent
forms in a culture. Ortner,writes, for example, that the concepts of system and
structurecarry an "implicationof singularity and of totalization: a 'society' or
a 'culture' appears as a single 'system' or as ordered by a single 'structure,'
which embraces (or pervades) virtually every aspect of that social and cultural
universe"(1990: 43). Totalizationmay referto multiple interconnectionsamong
culturalforms or their regimentation by a single dominant component, principle, or design pervasive throughout the system. Anthropological totalizations
have takendiverse forms: the configurationalismof Benedict, the integrationof
Malinowski and of structural functionalism, the "order of orders" of LeviStrauss,Marxianmodes of production,and, most recently, that whole of wholes
in which all others are subsumed, the encompassing world system. In terms of
functional integrationor of thematic configuration,cultures are noncoherentto
the degree that some constituent elements lack systemic integrationand simply
coexist in collocation. Perspectives skeptical of totalization need not entail rejection of all interconnections between coexisting culturalforms. Rather it is a
question of more or less interrelatedness,of allowing scope for such less orderly
arrangementsas contradictoryor unaligned elements, more or less loosely articulated subsystems, and redundancy.
A different index of noncoherence concerns cultural forms that coexist in
oppositive or contradictoryrelation: "Cultureas multiple discourses, occasionally coming together in large systemic configuration,but more often coexisting
within dynamic fields of interactionand conflict" (Dirks et al. 1994:4). On the
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one hand, there is the Two Crows phenomenon,the question of disagreementas
to what does or should exist in society and the cosmos.6 Such disagreement becomes especially relevant as it pertainsto valued stakes and becomes, therefore,
the basis of tacit or overt contestation and debate. Contestationengages, in turn,
with the Gramscianquestion of whose cultureshall be dominantand with whose
well-being the officially valorized forms most congenially articulate.
The socially universal allocation of persons to distinct groups with unequal
or differentiatedaccess to materialor symbolic capital has multiple relevance to
questions of culturalhomogeneity and coherence. That cultures or social structures are socially, cognitively, and ecologically good for all the people who participate in them has been a fundamentalassumption, explicit or tacit, of much
anthropological writing. The anthropological culture construct, it could be
claimed, thus guaranteesa certain obliviousness to contending interests, to inequalities predicatedupon age, gender, class, status group, or position in junctures of intersocietalinteraction.The consequences are then, at once, a failure to
register the diversity of practices and discourses exhibited by agents occupying
differentsites in the system, and a blindness to politico-economic criteria-both
within and beyond the relevant social boundaries-as exceptionally privileged
loci of culturalorganization.In specific relationto the cultureconcept, a significant theme in anthropological writing on gender has been to relate genderlinked intraculturaldifferences to the varyingpositions men and women occupy
in local schemes of authority and prestige (see, for example, Ardener 1975).
With respect to such concerns, Gramsci's (1971) concept of hegemony has
been influential in relating intraculturaldifferences to the politico-economic position of agents. As Raymond Williams put it, hegemony "goes beyond 'culture'
in its insistence on relating the 'whole social process' to specific distributionsof
power and influence"(1977:108-109). Not the least of the concept's advantages
is its attention to difference and contradictionnot only between but within the
culturalrepertoiresof groups or individuals occupying like positions, as when
Gramsci writes of "two theoretical consciousnesses (or one contradictoryconsciousness)" in which the "masses" participate (1971:326). Ortner(1990:4445; see Ortner1984) subsequently used the concept not as a substitutefor but as
a characterizationof culture:in any society, certainculturalforms may be dominant or hegemonic, others counterhegemonic, and still others simply present in
nonconflictive relation to the others.
CulturesAre Discrete (versus Overlappingand Unbounded)
Perhapsthe majorproblem of holism concerns the delimitation of boundaries between cultures.Early on, Lowie, exhibiting much the same lack of enthusiasm for culturalboundariesthat Sapir and Goldenweiser expressed for the superorganic,wrote, "Indefiance of the dogma thatany one cultureforms a closed
system, we must insist that such a culture is invariably an artificial unit segregated for purposes of expediency" (1937:235). Recent culture criticism represents the culture concept as postulating objective boundaries and as eliding interaction and resemblance between cultures. Asks Thornton, for example,
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Is social life radicallycontinuous,only brokenby the periodicityof text?...
Apparentboundaries,then, such as those that define nations, ethnic groups,
age-grades,or classes, are seen to be relativeto time, the observer,or to each
other,andthusnot "really"thereat all. In anycase, we cannotalwaysassignthem
unambiguousontologicalstatus.[1988:299]
With respect to cultural boundaries, two conventional anthropological
strategies of delimitation can be identified. First, it may be argued that people
exhibit qualitatively distinguishable constellations of cultural forms, identifiable zones of sameness and difference. Coextensive distributionsof traitsor elements thus specify cultures and the boundaries between them. Fortes (1949:2),
for example, wrote, "The Tallensi have more in common among themselves
... than the component segments of Tale society have with other like units outside of what we have called Taleland."In each case, intraculturalsameness and
interculturaldifference are assumed to exceed intraculturaldifference and interculturalsameness, and this becomes the justification for discriminatingdiscrete
cultures. The second and more common strategy deals with the problem of
boundariesbetween cultures by deriving them ready-madefrom boundariesbetween social collectivities. Thus the boundariesof a culture have been guaranteed by the culturalcriteria-variously ethnic, political, linguistic, or especially
territorial-defining the boundaryof a social collectivity in which the cultureis
contextualized, the society whose cultureit is. Kwakiutlcultureis both a culture
and Kwakiutlculture neither because its content is unique (many elements are
presentelsewhere) nor because of its unique configurationalgestalt but because
it is contextualized in a social collectivity delimited by territory,identity, linguistic criteria,and the classifications anthropologists have made of these. The
transpositionof the problem of demarcationfrom the fields of cultural practice
and discourse themselves (which could ideally delimit bounded social collectivities) to bounded social collectivities (which then returnthe favor and delimit
discrete cultures) is not an advance in precision. Although Hastruphas asserted
confidently that "unlike a society which is an empirical entity, culture is an analytical implication"(1990:45-61), society, as an anthropologicalconstruct, has
exhibited lability and instability in like measurewith cultureand exhibited similar problems of delimitation.
An exceptionally privileged and authoritativediacritic of cultural boundaries has been local conceptions of social likeness and distinctiveness. To the degree that the local reckonings of we-ness and other-ness ("We are Karoks, they
are Hupas") are reproduced in anthropological representationsof boundaries
("Karoksociety/culture is distinct from Hupa society/culture"),the work of delimiting culturalunits is displaced onto the people themselves. And, while such
reckonings indeed construct and reproducetangible zones of difference, the native point of view may be inadequatefor many purposes. Recent criticism has
foregroundedthe degree to which criteria of delimitation are multiple, redundant, incongruent,and overlapping. From one point of view, it is not that there
exist no boundariesthat could delimit cultures or collectivities but that there is
a superabundanceof them, no two of which segment the social or culturalfield
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in precisely the same way. Some years ago, Southall wrote that "the close identity of language, culture, and society (if it ever existed) is now blurredand has
become a series of alternatives"(1970:29-30; see Drummond 1980:354). For
Southall, "Therepresentationof adjacent stateless societies as a neatly discrete
series of namedunits is to misunderstandand misrepresentthem"(1970:40-41).
The cultureor "social structure"of the 1990s is one in which the distributional
fields of social self-identification, social interaction,culturalresemblance, linguistic codes, polity, and territoryare characteristicallynoncongruent.
The particularfacet of this noncongruenceforegroundedin recent critical
writing on cultureconcerns what was earlier called diffusion and has now been
relexified as cultural transferand flow: movement of cultural forms across social and culturalboundaries.For Joel Kahn (1989), the culture concept has scientific utility only if it classifies human beings into discrete groups. His argument is predicatedupon an analogy between the relationshipof physical traitsto
nominally discrete races and the relationship of culturaltraits to nominally discrete cultures. Describing the arbitrarycharacterof racial classifications based
on traitdistributions,Kahn argues that the same is true of culture.
I wouldarguethatthenotionof a cultureis formallyidentical[to race];thatthose
markersused to assign people to one or the otherof the world's culturesare
equallyambiguous,and are far from enablingus to demarcatediscrete,to say
nothingof unchanging,culturalunitsexceptby referenceto someboundarywhich
is purelyspatialand, hence, largely arbitrary,especiallyin the moder world.
[Kahn1989:18-19]
Kahnargues,for example, thatthe Minangkabauof Sumatrado not possess
a discrete culture because there exists no set of traitsthat uniquely characterize
all Minangkabauand no other group. Culturesoverlap by sharing traits;by virtue of this overlap they are not discrete; and because they are not discrete they
do not exist. Thus there are no cultures, only overlappingdistributionsof traits
in space. Kahn astutely identifies the problem of whether cultural boundaries
and thus distinct culturescan be identified withoutreferenceto the social collectivities in which cultures are conventionally contextualized by anthropologists.
Given the incongruent and overlapping distributions of cultural forms themselves, some specification is requiredof the criteriaby which particularcultural
forms are assigned significance as the discrimina of different cultures.7
From a different perspective, the absolute incompatibility of cultural
boundarieswith interculturalresemblance and borrowing remains undermotivated in Kahn's argument.The claim that culturalborrowing precludes identification of distinguishable cultures ignores the configurationalprocess of indigenization. The Minangkabau, to be sure, may watch Dallas, but it is
questionablethatthey experience it in the same termsas its (multiple) American
audiences. Cultural transfer, from this perspective, compounds boundaries as
much as it erodes them; movements of "exotic" materials reinforce as well as
erode local reckonings of "we" and "they."8
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Appadurai (1988, 1990) has formulated somewhat similar criticisms of
cultural discreteness, suggesting that the culture concept entails inattention to
regional and global interactions.Appadurai'selucidation of "ethnoscapes"concerns incongruentboundaries,the increasingly discrepantdistributionsof social
collectivities, ethnic and social identities, manufactures, and ideologies: "Our
very models of cultural shape will have to alter, as configurations of people,
place and heritage lose all semblance of isomorphism. Recent work in anthropology has done much to free us from the shackles of highly localized, boundary-oriented, holistic, primordialist images of cultural form and substance"
(1990:20). The dominantimage in Appadurai's exposition of global culture is
motion: the dispersionof groups throughtransnationalspace, the transferof culturalmaterialsbetween multiple spatial loci, the movement of people and of culture across boundaries.From this perspective, cultures lack boundariesnot only
because their forms and contents are increasingly mobile but because emergent
culturalmaterialsareprecipitatedout of the interactionbetween collectivitieslocalized or dispersed-within the global ecumene. Thus such elements of culture as desires, aspirations,and social identities are no longer reproducedtransgenerationally via enculturation but created and continually reconfigured in
changing contexts of cultural transmission.
The obvious question is again how (or whether) one delimits cultures in
such a continuum. Appaduraisuggests
thatwe begin to thinkof the configurationof culturalformsin today'sworldas
fundamentallyfractal,thatis, as possessingno Euclideanboundaries,structures,
or regularities.SecondI wouldsuggestthattheseculturalforms,whichwe should
striveto representas fully fractal,are also overlapping,in ways thathave been
discussedonly in puremathematics(in set theoryfor example)andin biology (in
the languageof polytheticclassifications).Thus we need to combinea fractal
metaphorforthe shapeof cultures(in theplural)witha polytheticaccountof their

overlaps and resemblances. [1990:20]

Appaduraigoes on to pose the relevance of chaos theory for anthropology,
an appeal to the authoritativepractices of the hard sciences, but this time one in
which process, flow, and uncertaintyratherthan stability and structureare the
privileged foci. Here, culturesremain integralenough to be pluralizedand to exhibit overlaps and resemblances.The image of a fractalconfigurationof cultural
forms suggests, however, that no segmentations of human populationswhetherby territoryor by polities or by self-defined social collectivities-qualify as criteria for the delimitation of culturalboundaries. The collapse of these
conventional referencepoints produces a salutarysense of vertigo. Since people
everywhere persist in classifying themselves and others, often in multiple ways,
as members of distinguishable if not discrete social collectivities with distinguishable if not discrete practices, the question remains as to whether this particular facet of culture(s) can continue to serve, as it typically has in the past, to
contextualize representationsof plural cultures.
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CultureIs Localism (versusExternalInteraction)
As an attributeof the culture concept, localism conveys at once images of
cultures as discrete territorialunits and as isolated from external interactions,
problems closely aligned with those to discreteness (see above) and primordialism (see below). By fabricatingimages of exotic provincialism and ignoringexternalinteractions,cultureguaranteesboth inattentionto borrowedforms (Boas
did not study KwakiutlChristianity)and obliviousness to processes of invention
and transformationarising from exogenous cultural transfers and the politicoeconomic contexts in which these are embedded. Anthropology's interchange
with political economy (see Marcus and Fischer 1986:77-110; Ortner
1984:141-144) has directed attention to the creation of cultural forms in the
context of interactions with local, regional, and global systems and to the increasing frequency of culturaltransferwithin the global ecumene.
In their strongestphrasing,argumentsfrom political economy hold thatthe
very existence of cultures-and of the "tribes"or "societies" in which they are
contextualized-can be the emergenteffect of such interactions.Thus, Southall
(1970:35) wrote that, much as postcolonial states were fabricatedat conference
tables, many African "tribes"came into existence "through a combination of
reasonable cultural similarity with colonial administrativeconvenience." More
recently, Wolf (1982) has arguedthatboth the existence and the content of what
we call culturesare the productof the organizing forces of world capitalism.For
Wolf (1982:388), there areno "self-containedsocieties and cultures";those that
may once have existed have long since become the appendagesof the world system.
if we thinkof suchinteraction["historically
[Furthermore],
changing,imperfectly
bounded,multipleandbranchingsocial alignments"]not as causativein its own
terms but as responsive to larger economic and political forces, the explanation

of culturalformsmusttakeaccountof thatlargercontext,thatwiderfieldof force.
"A culture"is thusbetterseenas a seriesof processesthatconstruct,reconstruct,
and dismantle cultural materials, in response to identifiable determinants. [Wolf
1982:387]

In the wake of Wolf's contributions,assertions thatcultures arenot pristine
and isolated have proliferated,handin hand with claims thatthe anthropological
cultureconstructrepresentsthem as being so. Marcus,for example, asks, "What
is holism once the line between the local worlds of subjects and the global world
of systems becomes radically blurred?"(1986:171). For Appadurai,the dominant metaphor is confinement: while there never existed groups "confined to
and by the places to which they belong, groups unsullied by contact with a larger
world," anthropology's localizing strategies have effected a representational
"'incarceration' of non-Western peoples in time and place" (Appadurai
1988:38-39; see Abu-Lughod 1991:146).9Rosaldo (1989:44), putting a spin on
CoraDuBois's characterizationof anthropology's topical disarrayas a "garage
sale," characterizes the latter instead as a."precise image for the postcolonial
situation where cultural artifacts flow between unlikely places, and nothing is
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sacred, permanentor sealed off." For Rosaldo, "the guiding fiction of cultural
compartmentshas crumbled. So-called natives do not 'inhabit' a world fully
separatefrom the one ethnographers'live in.' Few people simply remainin their
place these days" (1989:45). Likewise, for Clifford (1992:97), "The people
studied by anthropologistshave seldom been homebodies."
A second theme links localism to stereotypy. Said (1978:332), for example,
characterizesas "highly debatable"the idea that "thereare geographical spaces
with indigenous, radically 'different' inhabitantswho can be defined on the basis of some religion, culture, or racial essence proper to that geographical
space." Appaduraiuses "totalization"to refer to "making specific features of a
society's thought or practicenot only its essence but also its totality"(1988:41),
a synecdoche he traces from Germanromanticism,Hegelian holism, Marxism,
and Mauss's concept of total social phenomena.Anthropology selectively identifies cultural forms that stereoptypically epitomize groups-or places inhabited by groups-and differentiatethem from others: "Hierarchyis what is most
true of India and it is truerof India than of any other place" (1988:40).
Enthusiasmfor reanalyzingall non-Westerncultures and culturalmaterials
as the by-productof Europeanexpansion has, of course, recently begun to subside in the face of more nuancedassessments. Says Clifford, for example, "Anthropological 'culture' is not what it used to be. And once the representational
challenge is seen to be the portrayaland understandingof local/global historical
encounters, co-productions, dominations, and resistances, then one needs to focus on hybrid, cosmopolitan experiences as much as on rooted, native ones"
(1992:101).
CultureMeans Ahistoricity(versusHistory and Change)
The question of the imputed ahistoricism of the culture construct is logically distinguishable from localism, but the two are typically conjoined. "Culture,"for Clifford (1988:235), "is enduring, traditional, structural(ratherthan
contingent, syncretic, historical)." For Rosaldo (1989:28), "[culture] emphasizes sharedpatterns, at the expense of processes of change." He goes on to describe his and Michelle Rosaldo's resistance, duringtheir second period of field
research in 1974, to studying external influences on the Ilongots: "The broad
rule of thumb under classic norms to which Michelle Rosaldo and I still ambivalently subscribed seems to have been that if it's moving it isn't cultural"
(1989:208). The "then-fadingclassic concept of culture" could not, for them,
encompass "flux, improvisation, and heterogeneity" (1989:208).
The claim that the culture concept is ahistorical exhibits distinct modalities. First, it can mean that the concept represents other people's cultures as
lacking an internalhistorical dynamic: the Asiatic mode of productionof Marx,
for example, or the "cold societies" of Levi-Strauss. Second, it can mean thatthe
concept represents other people's cultures as lacking notions commensurable
with those of Western history (the "past,"irreversibleevent sequences, humans
as constructive agents, etc.). Third,it can mean that the cultureconcept is definitionally synchronic, necessarily excluding study of past conditions of particular
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cultures and therefore precluding attention to external contacts and cultural
change. As Rosaldo suggests, in certain disciplinary contexts the phrase "Ilongot culture"could more readily refer to head-hunting than whatever Ilongots
were making of a recently introduced Christianity; the latter was "acculturation." Rosaldo (1989:28) specifically qualifies his generalization, noting both
the obvious historicism of the Boasians and the reemergence of history in the
1980s as a majortheoreticalorientationin anthropology.These exceptions cast
doubts on the necessary ahistoricism of the culture construct.One can add that
there has existed a certain continuity in American attentionto history and to sociocultural change, manifested variously in acculturationstudies, in neoevolutionary writing, and in the congeries of approaches labeled ethnohistory.
CultureMeansPrimordialism(versus Syncretismand Invention)
The rubric"primordialism"encompasses several of the criticisms enumerated above, specifically as they addressa set of relatedideas thatcommit the culture construct to spurious notions of authenticity. Specifically, the authentic
"native"or the authenticcultureis contextualized in a social collectivity that is
local (versus mobile or dispersed) and isolated (versus externally interactive).
Additionally, the forms comprising cultures are authenticinsofar as the forms
are indigenous (versus being borrowed) and are continuously and transgenerationally reproducedin unchanged form (versus being improvised or invented)
(see Appadurai 1988:37; Clifford 1988). It is presumablyto such images that
Appadurai(1990:20) refers when he speaks of "holistic, primordialistimages of
cultural form and substance." The antithesis to the primordialistculture construct is one whose forms are selectively and deliberately appropriatedfrom a
heterogeneous assortment of repertoires. In a world of accelerating cultural
transfer, "culturebecomes less what Bourdieu would have called a habitus (a
tacit realmof reproduciblepractices and dispositions) and more an arenaof conscious choice, justification, and representation,the latter often to multiple and
spatially dislocated audiences" (Appadurai 1990:18).
CultureIs Representationalismand Foundationalism
Cultureor cultures, recent criticism states, are anthropologicallyimagined
as though they are objects comparable to those theorized by the physical sciences. Antipositivist counterassertionsthat cultures are not such objects have
recently proliferated.Tyler, for example, derides "the absurdityof 'describing'
nonentitites such as 'culture' and 'society' as if they were fully observable,
though somewhat ungainly bugs" and asserts that "in ethnography,there are no
'things' thereto be the object of a description... there is rathera discourse, and
that too, no thing" (1986:130-131). Similarly, in Rosaldo's parodic exemplification of anthropology's "classic norms," "The productof the Lone Ethnographer's labors, the ethnography, appeared to be a transparentmedium. It portrayed a 'culture' sufficiently frozen to be an object of 'scientific' knowledge"
(1989:31).
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A more fundamental criticism, one linked to postmodern misgivings
about the representational project in modernist science, is that anthropology
misrecognizes culture and cultures, its constructed inventions, as discoveries about and representations of external reality. As seen from within the
postmodern sensibility (see, for example, Fabian 1990; Lyotard 1984; Tyler
1986), hermeneuticians as much as ecologists appear committed to a naive
representationalrealism insofar as they conceptualize the culture concept as
mirroring independently existing social fields "out there" and thus perpetuate a spurious dualism of knowing anthropologist-subject and knowable
other-object. In anthropology since the "crisis," the recurring aria has been
that what we have taken to be our representations of cultures, more or less
valid by truth value assessments, are constructions, precipitated out of field
encounters, disciplinary genre conventions, theoretical perspectives, and
Western literary traditions, especially as these are conditioned by politicoeconomic criteria. Culture shares this status equally with ethnography, with
other constructs in social theory, and with modernist science in general. Foucault's preoccupations with the socially and historically situated process of
knowledge production-how truth is constituted, what can count as a facthave been central to the perspective. At its most playfully solipsistic, such
criticism asserts an absolute discontinuity between cultures and what we can
know and say of them, as with Tyler's claim that "no object of any kind precedes and constrains the ethnography. It creates its own objects in unfolding
and the reader supplies the rest" (1986:138). Kahn writes that "the view that
what we as anthropologists call culture is something that we produce, in definitive social and historical contexts, seems to me to take us so far away
from the classical concept of culture, that it would be far better for the latter
to be quietly laid to rest" (1989:16-17). Similarly, Herbert has asked,
"Where did so problematic, so self-defeating a concept [culture], one vulnerable to so many 'fairly obvious' objections, one which leads in practice to
such dubious scientific results-where did such a concept originate, and in
obedience to what influences?" (1991:21).
The implications of the various criticisms of representation for the viability of the culture construct remain rather less clear-cut than Tyler or
Kahn indicate. In at least certain of its expositions, skepticism about representation does not entail an absolute relativization of judgment, an inability
to assess competing truth claims (see Rabinow 1986:236-238; Watson
1991:83), and the absolutist dichotomy premised in much postmodern writing between the construction and the representation of culture remains, of
course, philosophically undermotivated for many nonconverts. Many anthropologists would probably affirm Ortner's (1984:143) argument that the
representational project is, at the very least, worth attempting. An interesting
desideratum here is greater attention to non-Western theories of representation and to local constructs that seem to reference the spheres of social
experience we call cultures.
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CultureMeans Difference and Hierarchy(versusResemblanceand Humanism)
While writing from the postmodernturnhas foregroundedliteraryand tropological influences on the invention of the cultureconstruct,criticism from political economy has emphasized a more specifically ideological genesis. Culture, from this point of view, was forged in the crucibles of nationalism and
colonialism. The particulardevelopment of the constructin the presentcentury,
for example, has been linked by Wolf (1982:385) to the sovereign aspirationsof
emergent European polities and to struggles for domination between them.
More commonly, the culture construct and its modes of ethnographicreference
have been representedas conditioned by the hegemonic politico-economic articulationof the West with its diverse peripheriesand as inventing andreproducing images of difference between Westernself andnon-Westernothercongenial
to its perpetuation. The ahistoricism, discreteness, homogeneity, totalization,
and localism anthropologically ascribed to others' cultures have all been interpretedin these terms. Culture,it is argued,guaranteesa certainobliviousness to
the anthropologist's own position in the relevant fields of power.
While certain of these issues were raised earlier (see Hymes 1974), recent
criticism derives most proximally from Said's (1978) reflections on Orientalism, from his speculation that the spatially homogeneous and temporally static
Orientis a constructedimage, one comprising both an antithesis to Westernprogress and a terrainfor imperialist projects. The lesson for anthropology is that
what is true of Orientalism is true of culture and cultures. For Rosaldo, stasis,
homogeneity, and harmony invite colonial supervention or Western development:
The Lone Ethnographerdepictedthe colonized as membersof a harmonious,
internallyhomogeneous,unchangingculture.When so described,the culture
appearedto "need"progressor economicand moraluplifting.In addition,the
referencepoint
"timeless traditionalculture"served as a self-congratulatory
againstwhichWesterncivilizationcould measureits own progressivehistorical
evolution.[Rosaldo1989:31]
Similarly, for Dirks (1992:3), "Even as much of what we now recognize as
culturewas producedby the colonial encounter,the concept was in partinvented
because of it." Appadurai (1988:43), in the tradition of Said, identifies an
"exoticizing" movement in anthropology, the valorization of difference as the
sole basis for comparison between Western metropolitan selves and nonWestern peripheralothers (see also Abu-Lughod 1991; Kahn 1989:20-21).
The Construction of Defective Culture
Certain of the criticisms sketched above take assertions about the culture
concept's past definitions and connotations as evidence for claims that it should
be, is being, or has alreadybeen displaced by more useful substitutes. Such criticism presupposes some stability and uniformity in past definitions. It can plausibly be argued that a set of core meanings has been commonly (if not univer-
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sally) present in anthropological definitions and characterizationsof culture.
Stocking (1982:230), for example, identifies the essential elements of the
Boasian construct as "historicity,plurality, behavioraldeterminism,integration
and relativism." Likewise, assertions that culture is nonbiogenetic, contextualized in some ethnic or social collectivity, and global-that it comprises a "whole
way of life"-have been and continue to be common meanings of the construct.
Culture,nonetheless, has undergone a careerof multilineardevelopment, and if
we talk of a single constructit is one exhibiting exceptional synchronic and diachronic lability. Thus, more iconoclastically, culture can be represented as "a
class of phenomena conceptualized by anthropologists in order to deal with
questions they are trying to answer" (Kaplan and Manners 1972:3) or as representing "a sharedterminology ratherthan substantialconceptual agreement"in
the discipline (Kahn 1989:6). There exist, of course, both resemblances and differences in how anthropologists have defined the concept and characterized
what it refers to. Recent argumentsthat the culture construct is evanescent and
dispensable foreground conceptual stability rather at the expense of lability,
presupposing that there existed in the past and into the present a culture construct with a determinatedefinition, now discredited. Such stability in definition is not readily apparent.When we encounterargumentstoday thatthe culture
construct should be abandoned,we must naturallywonder which of its formulations from among all the possible ones we should be rid of. Such criticism affords an exceptional opportunityto investigate what it can mean to say of a construct that it is dispensable when there has existed so little disciplinary
consensus as to its definition, characterization,and reference.
The critics' assertions regarding what culture means and references in anthropology are themselves questionable as principled representations of the
concept's complex and heterogeneous intellectual history. Put another way,
these images of culture are themselves inventions ratherthan representations.
Recent critics, throughselective forays into disciplinary history, have retrospectively synthesized images of the culture concept, devising essentialist representations of what culture has signified or connoted in its anthropologicalusages. This culture concept-as thus reconstructed-exhibits, to be sure, from
the perspective of social theory in the 1990s, defects and biases of sufficient
gravity to warrantdispensing with it, if indeed they are all that those who theorized culture in the past ever had to offer us. The rhetoricalstrategies utilized in
this recent cultural criticism identify as essential to the culture construct just
those assertions about cultural experience which disciplinary practice today
construes as logically or empirically misconceived. Such characterizations
identify as constitutive of the culture construct certain earliermeanings (coherence, ahistoricism, homogeneity) uncongenial to contemporarydisciplinarybeliefs, while at the same time selectively excluding certainotherearliermeanings
(constructivism, disorder, diversity) that happen, ironically, to be continuous
with such beliefs. The cultureconcept is thereforeretrospectively positioned in
the antipodes of the theoretical perspectives currently in place.
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Given the centrality of the culture concept in anthropology, considerable
symbolic capital accrues to authoritativepronouncementsthat it is changing or
that it is evanescent. The question then arises as to whether an expendable
"straw culture"is thus being retrospectively devised. It is not that the defects
foregroundedin recent cultural criticism are fabrications or that they have not
been integralto many influentialdefinitions and deployments of culture.But the
recent literature exhibits, to say the least, a strategic inattention to the many
(equally influential) exceptions and alternatives to the essentialized concept
thus reconstructed.
Culture, Authentic and Inauthentic
Currentobjections to culture associated with political economy and postmodernwriting intersect in the writingof James Clifford. Clifford neitherwrites
the concept off as hopeless nor issues performative announcements of its demise. Ratherculture emerges in his criticism as a constructvaluable for its pluralism andrelativism but seriously flawed in its primordialistassumptions.Clifford's reflections on culture foreground both the textually-theoretically
constructed (versus discovered) character of the concept and the historically
constructed (versus primordial)characterof its referents.
Culturesare not scientific "objects"(assumingsuch things exist, even in the
naturalsciences).Culture,andourviews of "it,"areproducedhistoricallyandare
activelycontested.[1986:18]
If cultureis not an objectto be described,neitheris it a unifiedcorpusof symbols
andmeaningsthatcan be definitivelyinterpreted.Cultureis contested,temporal,
andexplanation-bothby insidersandoutsidersandemergent.Representation
is implicatedin this emergence[1986:19]
Culturescannot be scientific objects if they are historical products, and neither
can representations of culture be scientific because they are also historical
products. Clifford, nonetheless, implies that there are cultures "out there"and
that our constructs can exist in some (perhapsimprovable) referential relationship to them.
Clifford's critique of primordialism(he does not privilege the word) in the
culture concept focuses on the contextualizationof cultures in discrete populations and territories,on the elision of interculturalinteractionand intracultural
contradiction, and on objectivist assumptions of unbroken transgenerational
continuity. Culturesthat are spatially dispersed, invented, or externally interactive are, Clifford argues, proportionatelyinauthenticby conventional anthropological criteria. He cites, for example, MargaretMead's sobering reflections
during her 1932 sojourn with the MountainArapesh. Remarking,"We arejust
completing a culture of a mountain group here in the lower Torres Chelles,"
Mead goes on to complain that the locals are excessively receptive to external
influences: "A picture of a local native reading the index to the Golden Bough
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just to see if they had missed anything, would be appropriate"(quoted in Clifford 1988:232). For Clifford, this exemplifies how
this culture with a small c [the pluralized culture concept] orders phenomena in
ways that privilege the coherent, balanced, and "authentic"aspects of shared life.
Since the mid-nineteenth century, ideas of culture have gathered up those elements which seem to give continuity and depth to collective existence, seeing it

whole ratherthandisputed,torn,intertextual,or syncretic.Mead'salmostpostmodemimageof "a local nativereadingthe index to The GoldenBoughjust to
see if theyhad missedanything"is not a vision of authenticity.[1988:232]

During the course of a suit filed by the Mashpee [Wampanoag]Indians of Cape
Cod in 1977, Clifford examined the fortunes of the culture concept in a legal
context where cultural authenticity figured as a decisive factor in the determination of the plaintiffs' "tribal" status. Clifford's point is that primordialist
definitions of culture confounded realistic assessment of the Wampanoags
identity and thus of their claim. Specifically, cultural forms deriving from
Euro-Americansources were seen as diluting or contradictingthe authenticity
of Indian identity.
[Culture]was too closely tied to assumptionsof organicform and development.
In the eighteenthcenturyculturemeantsimply"atendingto naturalgrowth."By
the end of the nineteenthcenturythe wordcouldbe appliednot only to gardens
andwell-developedindividualsbut to whole societies.Whetherit was the elitist
singularversion of a MatthewArnoldor the plural,lower-caseconcept of an
emergingethnography,the term [culture]retainedits bias towardwholeness,
continuity,and growth.Indianculturein Mashpeemightbe madeup of unexpected everyday elements, but it had in the last analysis to cohere, its elements

fitting togetherlikeparts of a body.The cultureconceptaccommodatesinternal
diversityand an "organic"divisionof roles butnot sharpcontradictions,mutations,or emergences.It has difficultywith a medicinemanwho at one timefeels
a deep respect for Mother Earth and at another plans a radical real estate subdivision. It sees tribal "traditionalists" and "moders" as representing aspects of a
linear development, one looking back, the other forward. It cannot see them as
contending or alternating futures. [Clifford 1988:338; emphasis added]

Clifford adds that "The idea of culture carries with it an expectation of
roots, of a stable, territorializedexistence" and that "the culture idea, tied as it
is to assumptionsabout naturalgrowth and life, does not tolerate radical breaks
in historical continuity" (1988:338). Or, as Landsmanand Ciborski (1992:428)
noted, "This notion of what constitutes authenticculture [elements that "can be
tracedto the past and confirmed in documentarysources"]implies that contemporaryculturalexpressions aregenuine or spuriousdependingon theirdegree of
correspondenceto the documented original culture patterns."To this, one can
add thatexogenous culturalmaterialis maximally inauthenticwhen it emanates
from the West; culturaltransmissionamong the locals themselves was a primary
focus of Boasian historicism.
Clifford provides a summation of how culture, as articulated by anthropologists testifying as expert witnesses, fared under legal examination.
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This cornerstoneof the anthropologicaldisciplineprovedto be vulnerableunder
cross-examination.
Cultureappearedto have no essentialfeatures.Neitherlanguage,religion,land,economics,nor any otherkey institutionor customwas its
sine quanon. It seemedto be a contingentmix of elements.At timesthe concept
was purely differential:culturalintegrityinvolved recognizedboundaries;it
requiredmerelyan acceptanceby the groupand its neighborsof a meaningful
difference,a we-they distinction.But what if the differencewere acceptedat
certaintimes and deniedat others?And what if every elementin the cultural
melangewere combinedwith or borrowedfromexternalsources?At times the
expertsseemedto suggestthatculturewas always acculturating.But then how
muchhistoricalmixandmatchwouldbe permissiblebeforea certainorganicunity
werelost?Wasthecriteriona quantitativeone?Orwas therea reliablequalitative
methodforjudginga culture'sidentity?[1988:323]
NotwithstandingClifford's (1988:337) claim that"by 1978 the modern[anthropological] notion of culture was part of the trial's common sense," it can be
suggested, afterreflecting on these passages, thatthe difficulty concernedrather
the tension between the primordialistconnotations of an exoteric culture concept as legally construedand the nonprimordialist(and, to be sure, proportionately ambiguous) characterizationsof culture ("a contingent mix of elements,"
"culturewas always acculturating")expressed by anthropologistsbroughtin as
expert witnesses. As paraphrasedby Clifford, certain of these witnesses represented culture as referencing a mutable, syncretic, and dispersible field of
ideation and practice, lacking any essential core or content and detachablefrom
territory, language, and heredity. Such testimony, clearly refractory to folkAmerican notions of genuine Indianculture,parallels Clifford's own reflections
on groups, communities, and tribes:
Groupsnegotiatingtheiridentityin contextsof dominationandexchangepersist,
patchthemselvestogetherin waysdifferentfroma livingorganism.A community,
unlikea body,can lose a central"organ"andnot die. All the criticalelementsof
identityarein specificconditionsreplaceable:language,land,blood,leadership,
religion.Recognized,viabletribesexist in which any one or even mostof these
elementsaremissing,replaced,or largelytransformed.[1988:338]
And so, also, for cultures. Clifford, however, in these contexts, seemingly
ascribes to the cultureconcept the same propertiesof organic unity, coherence,
and continuity thathe claims the culture concept itself attributesto the fields of
social experience it represents. It is as though these defects are both essential
to the concept and exhaustively characteristicof all its uses. To be sure, Mead's
privileging of the "authentically indigenous" over the "inauthentically borrowed"is refractoryto currentdisciplinary concerns with margins,borderlands,
and intersystems. But objections to such notions of discreteness and authenticity are hardly unprecedented.
As thereis no Simon-pureracenowadays,so thereis no Simon-pureculture.Quite
apartfrom the spreadof Caucasiancivilization,CongolesePygmieshave been
influencedby Bantuneighbors,one Australiangroupmakesdistanttripsto others,
Papuansailors carry their earthenwarehundredsof miles from the place of
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manufacture.... In short,Whiteinfluence,howeverdevastatingin its ultimate
effect, is not a thing sui generis; aboriginalpeoples have borrowedfrom one
anotherfor thousandsof years,andthe attemptto isolateone culturethatshallbe
whollyindigenousin originis decidedlysimple-minded.[Lowie1935:xvii-xviii]
Writing in 1935, Lowie here expounded an inherentlysyncretic ratherthan
primordialistculture construct, at the same time characterizingEuro-American
influences on aboriginal people as exceptionally volatile instances of a ubiquitous syncretic process. Given such longstanding differences in its characterization, it would appearpreferable,as Clifford also suggests, to view culture
as a more labile constructwhich changes to engage new perspectives and issues:
"There is no need to discard theoretically all conceptions of 'cultural' difference, especially once this is seen as not simply received from tradition, language, or environment but also as made in new political-cultural conditions of
global relationality"(Clifford 1988:274).
Culture and the Politics of Difference
Lila Abu-Lughod's article "Writingagainst Culture"(1991) constitutes a
synoptical compendium of the defects of culture currentlyin play:
Culture as ideation: "[A discourse-centeredapproach]refuses the distinction between ideas and practices or text and world that the culture concept too
readily encourages" (1991:147).
Cultureas legalism: "[Practicetheory] favors strategies, interests, and improvisations over the more static and homogenizing cultural tropes of rules,
models, and texts" (1991:147)
Cultureas localism: "All these projects [examining transregional,transnational, and global connections] expose the inadequacies of the concept of culture and the elusiveness of the entities designated by the term cultures"
(1991:149).
Culture as localism and ahistoricism: "Denied the same capacity for
movement, travel and geographic interactionthat Westerners take for granted,
the culturesstudied by anthropologistshave tended to be denied history as well"
(1991:146).
Culture as holism, coherence, and discreteness: "Organic metaphors of
wholeness and the methodology of holism that characterizesanthropologyboth
favor coherence, which in turncontributesto the perception of communities as
bounded and discrete" (1991:146).
Culture as coherence, timelessness, and discreteness: "If 'culture,' shadowed by coherence, timelessness, and discreteness, is the prime anthropological
tool for making 'other,'... then perhapsanthropologistsshould consider strategies for writing against culture"(1991:147).
Culture as homogeneity, coherence, and timelessness: "By focusing
closely on particularindividuals and their changing relationships, one would
necessarily subvertthe most problematicconnotations of culture:homogeneity,
coherence, and timelessness" (1991:154).
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Cultureas hierarchy: "I will argue that 'culture' operates in anthropological discourse to enforce separations that inevitably carry a sense of hierarchy"
(1991:137-138).
For Abu-Lughod,anthropologyis multiply implicatedin hierarchy,both as
the intellectual project of the hegemonic West and as an arrangementin which
Western selves control representationsof non-Westernothers. While acknowledging the egalitarian nuances of relativism, she asserts that, given the hierarchical positionality of anthropologyand its objects, writing about difference reinforces hierarchy. The perspective is clearly Saidian, and Abu-Lughod, after
citing Said on Orientalism's implication in political and economic domination,
asks, "Should anthropologists treat with similar suspicion 'culture' and 'cultures' as the key terms in a discourse in which otherness and difference have
come to have, as Said points out, 'talismanic qualities'?" (1991:147).
Clearly the cultureconcept has been influenced by and influential upon regional and internationalprojects of politico-economic domination, just as its
differentiating functions may reiterate those of hereditarianracialism. AbuLughod's conclusions seem particularlypersuasive when considering, for example, Kluckhohnand Kelly's (1945) harrowingreflections on the superiority
of culturalismover racialism. For postwar America, culture
does carryan overtoneof legitimatehope to troubledmen. If the Germansand
the Japaneseareas they havebeen mainlybecauseof theirgenes, the outlookis
an almosthopelessone, butif theirpropensitiesfor crueltyandaggrandizement
areprimarilythe resultof situationalfactors("economic"pressuresand so on)
andtheircultures,thensomethingcan be done aboutit. [1945:99]
Whetherany concept predicatingdifferences in fields of social experience
necessarily inscribes itself in hierarchy is a complex question. Baudrillard's
(1993:124-139) reflections on modalities of difference and otherness suggest
interesting approaches to the problem. I focus here more narrowly on AbuLughod's characterizationof culture as a flawed concept which incorrectly
characterizesits object, on the concept's imputed ahistoricity, coherence, discreteness, and the rest.
Unlike Clifford, Abu-Lughod explicitly advocates replacing culture: the
proposed substitutes are Bourdieu's "practice"and theories of "discourse"deriving from Foucault and from sociolinguistics. Abu-Lughodenumerates what
she takes to be the advantages of practice and discourse over culture: practice
stresses strategies over rules, Foucaultian discourse "refuse[s] the distinction
between ideas and practices," linguistic discourse perspectives capture"multiple, shifting, competing statements," and all three work against boundedness
and idealism (1991:147-148). In the exigencies of the encounterbetween theory
and field data,Abu-Lughod argues thatthe substitutesexhibit superiorinterpretive and analyticalpower. A footnote, for example, provides concrete exemplification of the superiorityof discourse as an antidoteto the "timelessness, coherence, and homogeneity" entailed in the culture construct:
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In my own workon an EgyptianBedouincommunityI beganto thinkin termsof
discoursesratherthanculturesimplybecauseI hadto find ways to makesense of
the fact that there seemedto be two contradictorydiscourseson interpersonal
relations-the discourse of honor and modesty and the poetic discourse on
vulnerabilityanddetachment-whichinformedandwere used by the sameindividualsin differingcontexts[Abu-Lughod1991:162]
She notes further that two distinct discourses on death characterizedmen and
women and legitimized power differences between them. The import is clear.
"Discourse"permits us to theorize and representcontradictionand heterogeneity, whereas "culture,"by definition, cannot. In another context, remarkingon
the apparentcontradiction between lewd humor and Islamic religiosity in an
old woman's speech, Abu-Lughod writes, "How does this sense of humor, this
appreciationof the bawdy, go with devotion to prayerand protocols of honor?
... What can 'culture' mean, given this old woman's complex responses?"
(1991:155).
Obviously nothing, if the culture construct is characterizedin such a way
that it cannot refer to (nominally) contradictoryor heterogeneous discourses.
An equally obvious response is that culture can continue to mean what it has
meant in the diversity of its past usages because it is not in these but only in AbuLughod's representationof them that contradiction and heterogeneity are excluded from consideration.In question is whether"discourse"is betterable than
"culture"to elucidate, for example, Malinowski's assertion in 1926 that"human
culturalreality is not a consistent logical scheme, but rathera seething mixture
of conflicting principles" (1926:121) or Sapir's conclusion in 1938 that anthropology is concerned
not with a society norwith a specimenof primitivemannorwith a cross-section
of the historyof primitiveculture,butwith a finite,thoughindefinite,numberof
humanbeings,whogave themselvestheprivilegeof differingfromeachothernot
only in mattersgenerally consideredas "one's own business"but even on
questionswhich clearlytranscendedthe privateindividual'sconcernand were,
by the anthropologist'sdefinition, implied in the conception of a definitely
delimitedsociety witha definitelydiscoverableculture.[Sapir1949:569-570]
Distinct concepts are usefully signaled by distinct labels. Conversely, distinct labels engender consciousness of conceptual distinctiveness. The relation
of Foucault's "discursive practices" or Bourdieu's "practice theory" to "culture"or "culturetheory"is genealogically complex. Eitherresemblance anddifference can be foregrounded,depending especially on whose characterizations
of culture are given cognizance. Plausible arguments could be advanced that
these concepts address certain facets of social experience neglected or ignored
by the culture construct. The difficulty is that the facets upon which AbuLughod focuses--interested strategic conduct, diverse and contradictory
propositions, and the like-figure both in practice-discoursetheories and in earlier anthropologicaldiscussions of culture.The claim that the meanings of practice or of discourse engage specific facets of social experience thatthe meanings
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of culture definitionally exclude is questionable. In this respect, the phonological shapes /praektis/and /diskowrs/ are no better or worse than /kAlcar/as ways
of talking about contradictionand agency in Bedouin social experience. Again,
it could be arguedthatthese concepts go "beyond"what is possible with the culture concept-delineating novel or superiorperspectives on social diversity or
contradiction,for example-but the argumentdoes not take this directioneither.
Rather, in Abu-Lughod's discussion, nomenclaturalpractices become detachable from the question of conceptual likeness or unlikeness. Specifically,
throughan implicit ideology of lexical hygiene, discourse andpractice seem to
derive their imputed conceptual superiorityfrom their graphic or phonological
difference from culture. What results is reference to familiar signifieds-contradictory principles, heterogeneous actions-with new and more impressive
signifiers, an eventuality Abu-Lughodherself propheticallyenvisions when she
writes that"thereis always the dangerthatthese terms will come to be used simply as synonyms for culture"(1991:147).
Another facet of Abu-Lughod's critical treatmentof culture concerns generalization. "Anthropologists,"she writes, "commonly generalize about communities by saying that they are characterizedby certain institutions, rules, or
ways of doing things" (1991:153). In her argument,generalizationboth creates
exaggeratednotions of culturaldifference (by homogenizing the others) andimpoverishes ethnography's object by eliding the experiences of particularindividuals in relationto particularevents. Dissatisfaction with the position thatcultureor social structureconcerns only typifications abstractedfrom the plurality
of unique instances is, of course, hardly novel. Consider Radin's objections to
what he conceived to be the ahistoricism of Boasian anthropology.
We aredealingwithspecific,not generalized,menandwomen,andwithspecific,
not generalized,events.But the recognitionof specific men andwomenshould
bringwithit therealizationthatthereareall typesof individualsandthatit is not,
for instance,a CrowIndianwhohas madesuchandsucha statement,utteredsuch
thatis the
and such a prayer,buta particularCrowIndian.It is this particularity
essence of all historyandit is preciselythis thatethnologyhas hithertobalkedat
doing. [Radin1933:184-185]
More recently, concernwith individual persons andevents emergedas a focus of "performance"and "experience"orientations in the 1980s (see Turner
andBruner 1986). The value of this perspective as an antidote to an exaggerated
preoccupationwith scripts, rules, and decontextualized structuresis eloquently
attested in Abu-Lughod's (1986) writing on the Awlad Ali Bedouins.
It is less clear, however, that an anthropology attentive to "lived experience" can dispense with generalization. At what level of generality does generalization become objectionable?What of the locals' own generalizations, both
implicit and articulated,in whose terms they necessarily interpretand act upon
their experiences? Are we to focus only on the particularsand neglect the regularities? How then can the two be differentiated?Generalizationis unavoidable
even when it engages heterogeneity, as with Abu-Lughod's observation that
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"the two primarydiscourses [on death]-ritual funerarylaments and the Islamic
discourse on God's will-were attached to different social groups, men and
women" (1990:162). Abu-Lughod again observes that "the patternof the [Bedouin wedding night] defloration, as I have written elsewhere, is standard"but
adds that "every defloration involves a specific set of people and takes place in
a particularway" (1990:157). This example places special emphasis on the fact
that a culturalreading cannot predictthe outcome of defloration, whether or not
there will be blood to index the bride's virginity. "Events," Abu-Lughod informs us, "take different courses. That is the nature of 'life as lived,' everywhere. Generalizations, by producing effects of timelessness and coherence to
support the essentialized notion of 'cultures' different from ours and peoples
separate from us, make us forget this" (1990:158). Leaving aside the issue of
whether the culture concept makes people forget that events have multiple outcomes, it is questionable whetherdisciplinaryattentionto the particularcan proceed independently of generalizations about cultural form. Abu-Lughod's examples affirm that the Bedouins are indeed "characterized by certain
institutions, rules, or ways of doing things,"not least with respect to the protocol
of defloration displays which retaina recognizable characterfrom one instance
to the next, even as the contextual variables shift to produce diverse outcomes.
Culture, Legalist and Objectivist
Of contemporarycritics of culture,PierreBourdieu is arguably the principal architectof recent nomenclaturalinstability.Bourdieu, in a sense, does away
with culture by failing to talk about it and his terminological practices deserve
particularattention.The concept of the habitus,first encounteredby many readers in Bourdieu's Outline of a TheoryofPractice (1977 [1972]), has been exceptionally influential in anthropologicaltheory in the 1980s and 1990s. The term
is introduced in the phrase "the agents' habitus"(1977:9), and Bourdieu thereafter allocates considerable space to expounding the concept (1977:72-95; see
also 1984:466-484, 1990a:52-65, 1990b:12-13, 107-109). For habitus, the
Oxford Latin Dictionary (Glare 1982) lists such glosses as "state of being, condition, expression, demeanour, manner, bearing, physical attitude, posture."
Bourdieu defines the concept, in the context of his theoretical project, as "a system of acquireddispositions, functioning on the practical level as categories of
perception and assessment or as classificatory principles as well as being the organizing principles of action" (1990b: 13).
In Outline, the only informationgiven as to the lexical choice is located in
a footnote. There Bourdieu observes, "Oneof the reasons for the use of the term
habitus is the wish to set aside the common conception of habit as a mechanical
assembly or performed programme."(1977:218). In his subsequent reflection
on the derivationof the concept, Bourdieu(1985) makes no reference to culture,
even as he positions his use of "habitus"within a continuous theoretical tradition. Alluding briefly to Mauss (1973[1935]), who used the term to refer to socially learnedbodily dispositions, Bourdieunotes thatthe most proximateinfluence on his lexical choice was the art historian Erwin Panofsky.
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Still, I believe thatthe choice of this old word which, despitesome occasional
uses, has for so long been relegatedto oblivion is not alien to the subsequent

accomplishments of the concept. Those who, intending to reduce or destroy, wish

to take the wordbackto its pointof originwill surelydiscoverif they carryon

their research with intelligence, that its theoretical advantage resided precisely
in the direction of research that it designated and which is at the very source of
the overstepping which it made possible. It seems to me in fact that in all cases

those who used the wordhabituswere inspiredby a theoreticalintentionnot far
removedfromminewhichwas:to getoutfromunderthephilosophyof consciousness withoutdoingawaywith the agent.[1985:14;emphasisadded]
This appropriationof an existing word whose earlier uses prefigure or are
consistent with a developing conceptual project is, Bourdieu adds, "diametrically opposed to the strategy which consists of an attemptto associate its (i.e.,
the project's) name with a neologism ... and thereby to make its rating rise in
the CitationIndex"(1985:14). While the geneaology is persuasively motivated,
it is nevertheless the case that few sociologists or anthropologistsencountered
the old word as anythingother than a neologism, a fact that invites reflection on
the significance of the lexical innovation. As Ortner (1984:148) wrote,
"Bourdieu's habitus ... behave[s] in many ways like the American concept of
culture, combining elements of ethos, affect and value with more strictly cognitive schemes of classification." The point is not that Bourdieu should have used
the term culture to refer to agents' ideational and dispositional repertoires;the
term, of course, has different resonances in French sociology than in American
anthropology. No one would question Bourdieu's right to explicate a concept
and to call it whateverhe likes. RatherI focus here on his nomenclaturalpractices and on his representationof culture as a construct with determinatemeanings, meanings inherently different from those of the habitus.
Clearly, in the passage cited above, Bourdieu accords considerableagency
to the linguistic sign "habitus,"taken as a phonological or graphic shape conjoined with a meaning that has accrued from earlier scholarly uses a valuable
conceptual orientation. Specifically, these earlier uses entail obligatory reference to agents, a denial of objectivism congenial to Bourdieu's project. In contrast, by implication, such imaginable alternatives as conscience collective or
culture would be inappropriatebecause they have accruedfrom their past uses
meanings antitheticalto this project. That culture possesses such meanings for
Bourdieu is clear from his passing remarksabout the concept. First, he understands cultureas referringto an abstractionto which deluded anthropologistsascribe agency:
In short,failing to constructpracticeotherthannegatively,objectivismis condemnedeither to ignore the whole question of the principleunderlyingthe
productionof the regularitieswhichit then contentsitself with recording;or to
reify abstractions,by the fallacy of treatingthe objectsconstructedby science,
or "modesof production,"as realitiesendowed
whether"culture,""structures,"
with a social efficacy, capable of acting on agents responsiblefor historical
actionsor as a powercapableof constrainingpractices.[1977:26-27]
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The second difficulty with cultureis its misrepresentationof conduct as the
behavioral enactment of rules and its exclusion of strategy and improvisation.
After rejecting Saussure's conception of parole as the implementation of
langue, Bourdieu writes,
It wouldnot be difficult to show thatthe constructionof the conceptof culture
(in the culturalanthropologysense) or "socialstructure"(in Radcliffe-Brown's
senseor thatof Britishsocial anthropology)similarlyimpliesthe constructionof
a notion of conduct as execution which coexists with the primarynotion of
conductas simplebehaviortakenat face value.Theextremeconfusionof debates
andconductgeneron the relationshipbetween"culture"(or "socialstructures")
ally arisesfromthe fact thatthe constructedmeaningof conductandthe theory
existencein the discourseof both
of practiceit implieslead a sortof underground
the defendersandthe opponentsof culturalanthropology.[1977:24-25]
Thus is culture implicated, like structuralism,in portrayingan "agent reduced
to the role of bearer-Trager--of the structure"(Bourdieu 1985:13).
While culture and habitus both refer to people's socially acquired ideational and dispositional systems, these passages suffice to indicate that, for
Bourdieu, culture is precisely what habitus is not. Cultureentails legalism and
objectivism, meanings incompatible with Bourdieu's practice orientation.
Habitus, insofar as it excludes these, is represented as a qualitatively distinct
concept. The lexical ideology prefigures and parallels that of Abu-Lugod for
whom culturecannot, by definition, refer to contradictoryor heterogeneous discourses. But here, the effect of the terminological innovation is all the more
striking in the absence of explicit discursive comparisonof habitus and culture.
Bourdieu doesn't call for the replacementof the cultureconstruct:he simply replaces it.
Few would dispute (at least with respect to the social sciences) Bourdieu's
characterizationof "a fair attitude toward theoretical tradition"as "one which
consists of affirming as inseparable both continuity and rupture,conservation
and going beyond it" (1985:15). But if continuity and ruptureare truly inseparable, they fail to appearso in Bourdieu's characterizationof culture and habitus. If Kroeber,for example, is taken as the authoritativesource on the concept,
culturebecomes strategy-proof,andthe differences fromhabitus areclear for all
to see. But othershave deployed culturein ways more consistent with a practice
orientation.Sapir,for example, professed an explicitly constructivistconcept of
culture, one that anticipated, in many crucial respects, contemporaryconcerns
with social construction, reproduction, and microprocess. Remarked Sapir, in
1931:
While we often speakof society as thoughit were a static structuredefinedby
tradition,it is, in themoreintimatesense,nothingof thekind,buta highlyintricate
networkof partialor completeunderstandings
betweenthemembersof organizationalunits of every degree of size and complexity.... It is only apparentlya
static sum of social institutions;actually it is being reanimatedor creatively
reaffirmedfromday to day by particularacts of a communicativenaturewhich
obtainamongindividualsparticipatingin it. [Sapir1949:104]
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An abiding theme of much of Sapir's writing, especially into the 1930s (see
Sapir 1994), is the methodological and theoretical necessity of rejecting the objectivism thatBourdieuconstrues as essential to the cultureconstruct.Indeed, it
could be argued that Sapir's writing negotiates the higher ground between objectivism and methodological individualism more successfully, in certain respects, than does Bourdieu's practice theory. Sapir's culture-historical, sui
generis, and subject to the transformativeeffects of individual improvisationon
social consensus-accords considerable agency to its participants(1949:571;
see also Goldenweiser 1917; Sapir 1917). In this, it differs from the habitus,
which "makespossible the free productionof all the thoughts,perceptions, and
actions inherentin the particularconditions of its production-and only those"
(Bourdieu 1990a:55).
Bourdieu's assertion that the culture construct inevitably construes conduct as the behavioral execution of rule is likewise subject to question. As is
well known, Malinowski was overtly critical of legalism, repeatedlyaddressing
his ethnographic virtuosity to its demolition. And if his exposition draws too
heavily on a Hobbesianantipathybetween the social rule andthe refractoryegoism of "humannature,"it is, nonetheless, the case that his Trobriandersare improvisers, manipulators,and strategists. "Take the real savage," wrote Malinowski, "keen on evading his duties, swaggering and boastful when he has
fulfilled them, and compare him with the anthropologist's dummy who slavishly follows custom and automaticallyobeys every regulation"(1926:30). For
Malinowski, legalism exists only rhetoricallyin the locals' exegesis. Their disposition and conduct are products of an unstable dialectic of strategy, compliance, and improvisation:"[The savage's] sentiments, his propensities,his bias,
his self-indulgences as well as toleranceof others' lapses, he reserves for his behavior in real life ... the natural,impulsive code of conduct, the evasions, the
compromises and non-legal usages are revealed [throughobservation] only to
the field-worker"(1926:120). Neither was it the case that Malinowski's skepticism toward legalism was limited to the observation that people are ambivalent
towardrules and sometimes violate them.For Malinowski, both officialized law
and legalized usage emerge from strategic practices; practices in turntranspire
amid contradictorylaws.
We have to abandonnow definitelythe idea of an inert,solid "crust"or "cake"
of customrigidlypressingfromoutsideuponthe whole surfaceof triballife. Law
andorderariseout of the very processesthey govern.But they arenot rigidnor
due to any inertiaor permanentmould.Theyobtainon the contraryas the result
of a constantstrugglenot merelyof humanpassionsagainstthe law, butof legal
principleswith one another.[1926:122-123]
We have here, then, a representationof Trobriand"legal principles"situated in
the discourses of interestedagents. The point is not thatMalinowski (or anyone
else to date) explicated a satisfactory theory of the articulationof system with
agency but simply that he proposed something rather more complex than
Bourdieu's "conduct as execution." If culture is internally contradictory(the
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matrilinealclan versus the family, official conduct versus individual interest),
no objectivist determinationof conduct is possible.
Conclusion
Of Eric Wolf's (1980) observation that "the old culture concept is moribund,"WardGoodenough (1989:93) remarkedeasily that "the same thing could
have been said thirty years ago. The term culturehas a long history of meaning
different things to different people." Unstable in meaning and reference both
synchronically and over time, the culture construct has exhibited exceptional
lability. Culture'sversatility in sense and reference-its capacity to mean something simultaneously to Edward Sapir and Alfred Kroeber or to Ward Goodenough andClifford Geertz-has variously been cited as groundsfor dispensing
with it or representedas its great strength.To the question of culture's contemporaryrelevance, Freilich affirms that the concept is undergoing "progressive
simplification and clarification" and that "over time, much superfluous information is weeded out, so that the concept's essence is able to shine through"
(1989:2). Regardless of whether one shares his optimism, the question of how
the essence is to be specified is clearly relevant to assertions that culture has
been, is being, or should be replaced.
By asserting that the old culture concept is dying, Wolf implies that a new
cultureconcept-or some entirely distinct concept-is currentlyin play. Assertions of this kind pose, of course, complex questions of conceptualperiodization
and transition. If culture entails legalism, coherence, homogeneity, discreteness, and timelessness, during which (overlapping? discrete?) phases of disciplinary history has this been the case? If the anthropologically derived culture
construct has been, is being, or will be displaced, how will we know that the
event has occurred?Whatcriteriaexist that allow us to assert of a constructlike
culture that, at some point in time, it has been reconfigured or replaced? How
would we distinguish reconfiguration of the existing construct(s) from its replacementby something altogethermore novel? If the cultureconcept is analyzable into a subset of constitutive elements, what are these elements? Which and
how many of them must change before a new cultureconcept supplantsthe old,
or a different concept entirely emerges? How do currentreformulationsof culture compare in scope and magnitude with changes that the concept has undergone in the past? Much recent criticism seems to concur with Luhrmann's
(1993:1058) assertion that culture is presently "moreunsettled than it has been
for forty years." This is a defensible conclusion but hardly self-evident. One
could argue, on the contrary,thatculture is not measurablymore (or less) unsettled than in the past, but that debate about it is increasingly phrasedin Kuhnian
idioms of transition rather than in idioms of reconceptualization. Such judgments are, of course, perspectival, and will certainly be easier to assess 50 years
from now. As Stocking writes,
It is an artifactof historicalperiodizationthatthe last periodalwaysends in the
presentmoment;butwhetherthatmoment,or any otherrecentmoment,marksa
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significanthistoricaltransitionis anothermatter-about which my backwardmakesme disinclinedto speculate.[1992:345looking historicisttemperament
346]
Seemingly implicit in Stocking's remarksis the admonition that consciousness
of paradigmatictransitionmay be gravely exaggerated.Thus a possible reaction
to the critical writing on culture, and a common reaction to varieties of postmodernwriting more generally, is thatanthropologistshave always known what
the critics are tryingtoo earnestlyto tell us, that the nominally new perspectives
and debates are so many reinventions of the wheel. And, to be sure, certain of
the recent criticisms of culture gamble ratherpoignantly for their topicality on
an increasingly pervasive disciplinary amnesia, a lack of familiarity with what
has gone before. Neither, however, can it be argued persuasively that no new
criticisms are being articulated, that no directional (rather than cyclical or
oscillatory) changes are underway.Concern with the distributionsof power, for
example, constitutes a substantially new perspective on what we call culture
and cultures. Further,while many of the culture construct's difficulties have
been addressed and debated in the past, they have never adequately been
resolved. Older debates acquire new and emergent meanings in the changing
disciplinary and historical contexts of the 1980s and 1990s, assuring, for
example, that recent concerns with individuals, events, and experience are not
and cannot be the same as those expressed by Radin 60 years before.
Ratherthan attendingboth to continuity and transitionin the history of anthropological ideas, much of the recent culturalcriticism rests upon an essentialist understandingof what cultureas an analyticalconcept means, such essentialism then guaranteeing the argument for conceptual transition. For Bourdieu,
Clifford, and Abu-Lughod,every occurrence of the lexeme "culture"seems indifferently to evoke the specters of Benedict's configurationalism, Kroeber's
superorganicism, and Malinowski's ahistoricism. But consider what is not
evoked by culture:the constructivismof Sapir, the historicism of Radin, the antilegalism of Malinowski. And this is only to cite the ancestors.Does anyone really want to say in the mid-1990s thatdeployment of the anthropologicalculture
concept necessarily commits us to coherence, homogeneity, ahistoricity, and a
legalistic theory of conduct? History, chaos, contestation, and strategy have
been anthropologicalgrowth stocks since at least 1980, and disciplinarywriting
reflects this state of affairs, both in theoretical exposition and in the interpretation of ethnographicmaterials.I suspect that it would be exceptionally difficult
to find any theoretically oriented writing in the last ten years that represents
fields of social meaning and practice-however labeled-as interactivelypristine, configurationallycoherent, and lacking history. To take four quite distinct
examples, Sahlins (1985), Rappaport (1984), Wagner (1981), and Rosaldo
(1980) do not representculture or cultures in these terms.
Few would dispute that identifiable shifts in thematic emphasis-configurationalism to disorder,consensus to contestation, synchrony to diachrony,and
so forth-have recently occurred in the profession. It is less clear that these
shifts index a qualitative transformationof the culture construct or a replace-
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ment of it. Many of the contemporary concerns-constructivism, historicity,
skepticism about boundaries-figure in earliertheoreticalprojects, variously as
subdominantthemes or articulatedpolicy positions. They may appear in surprising places, sometimes conjoined uneasily with their opposites, as when
Mead (1932) wrote of The Changing Culture of an AmericanIndian Tribe. Implicit in the appeal to practice, discourse, and other substitutes is the assertion
that analytic constructs such as culturedo not and cannot change as they engage
new insights, emphases and topics. The new cultural criticism exhibits a perspective on such constructs-both synchronically and in long and short
durees-as discrete, discontinuous, and rigidly periodized ratherthan continuous, dynamic, and overlapping. The cultureconstructin these representationsis
immutable,ratherlike the primordialistculture criticized by Clifford. It cannot
survive modifications of its (imputed) content, and when one or more of its attributesalters, it dies.
The temperedreservations expressed here toward the imminent demise of
culture are subject to an important qualification. Increasingly, critical judgments of culture exhibit the illocutionary force (if not the surface form) of such
performativespeech acts as promising, christening, or sentencing: "I [anthropologist of record] hereby pronounce you [culture]dead or dying in the 1990s"
[sound of breaking glass]. The diminishing frequency of the lexical item "culture"in the journals is a tangible sign that the retrospective images of culture
synthesized by its critics are eminently performativeand imbued with historical
efficacy. It is not only thatnew labels are creatingan exaggeratedconsciousness
of paradigmatic transition, that anthropologists who self-consciously reject
"culture"in favor of "discourse,""hegemony,"or "habitus"will traffic partlyin
old signifieds with new signifiers. At issue is the question of securing and exercising the authorityto define and characterizeculture.Neither in earlierdisciplinary history nor as deployed in recent anthropologicalwriting does the culture
concept consistently exhibit the attributesof ahistoricism, totalization, holism,
legalism, and coherence with which its critics selectively reconstitute it. These
are invented images of culture, both arbitraryand partialwith respect to a much
more diverse and versatile field of definition anduse. Such images, nonetheless,
are rapidly acquiring more authoritative perlocutionary effects. As more and
more anthropologists decide that the culture concept does entail these determinate and conceptually defective characteristics,its meaning(s) as a disciplinary
construct,presently heterogeneous, will progressively converge with the meanings constructed in the critical literature.When this happens, the phonological
shape will exit the active anthropological vocabulary and those features of culture's meaning consistent with current theoretical orientations will be relexified.
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1. Self-congratulation and hostility hardly exhaust the undesirable possibilities:
the others' cultureshave frequently enough gotten involved as well in Western projects
of self-flagellation and self-improvement. A lamentablelacuna in postcolonial criticism
is attention to the primitivistic representationof the "native"as exemplary.
2. Abu-Lughod's proposal for "writing against culture" invites comparison with
Fabian's (1990) strategy of eschewing ethnographicwriting altogether;it possesses, of
course, greatercongeniality with conventional measures of professional activity.
3. While there exists a shared vocabulary that has been used to characterize the
defects of the culture construct, there is less consistency in how terms are used. For
some critics, a single item is polysemous, referring to logically interrelatedimages or
connotations of the culture construct. In many cases, the terms are only indirectly
characterized.
4. The irony of this substitution was not lost on Bourdieu (1977:201) who contrastedRadcliffe-Brown's "naive realism" with culture's "realism of the intelligible."
5. In a similar vein, Rosaldo,prefaced his critique of legalism by allowing, "in
certainrespects, afterall, culturalpractices do conform to codes andnorms. People make
plans and sometimes their plans work out. Not all expectations remain unmet. Conventional wisdom does not always fail" (1989:102).
6. Two Crows, an Omaha consultant of James Dorsey (1882) in the 1870s,
provoked earlier criticisms of cultural homogeneity (Sapir 1949:569-570) by systematically disagreeing with ethnographic characterizationsprovided by other Omahas.
7. The obvious disciplinary precedentis the cultureareaconcept whose boundaries
were generally acknowledged to be heuristic and arbitrary,different in purpose and scale
from what the culture construct conventionally refers to.
8. Drummond(1980) has also questioned the integrity of discrete cultures, but in
the somewhat different terms raised by Bickerton's (1975) critique of the integrity of
discrete languages. For Bickerton the concept of a language is problematicboth because
of the continuousness of elements across the nominal boundaries (as in creoles) and
because any set of speech habits "has the potential for merging into any other in a
principled way" (1975:180). Given continuousness, there are no languages but only
language, the faculte de langage of which particularnatural languages are "arbitrary
interpretations."Says Drummond, "To be consistent with the creole metaphor, one
would have to assert that there are no cultures, only Culture.Any cultural system would
contain analytical specifications-or invariant properties in the structuralmetaphoralready contained in some other, supposedly distinct, cultural system" (1980:372).
9. Avoiding the historical amnesia characteristicof much critical writing on the
culture construct, Appadurai (1988:38) also registers earlier anthropological counterpoints to localism, citing specifically Boas, Mauss, Benveniste, Dum6zil, Lord Raglan,
and Hocart.
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